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CONJUGATE LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES IV 

V. KRISHNAMURTHY 

Pilani 

Let f be a fundamental system of absolutely convex closed neighbourhoods 
of zero of a locally convex linear Hausdorff space E\T\. Let V be a Ts(F)-dense (other 
notations: weak* dense, a(E', £)-dense) subspace of £'. Let /J(V, U) stand for the 
number max {Q = 0: CI (V n U°) => QU0} where U° denotes the polar of U and CI 
denotes closure in E' in the weak topology TS(JE, E'). Then the number inf {P(V, U) : 
:U e%} is called the ^-characteristic of the subspace V. This reduces to the con
ventional Dixmier characteristic of a subspace in a conjugate Banach space, if E 
is specialized to a normed linear space (cf. [1], [3]). 

Theorem. A locally convex Hausdorff space is semireflexive iff every U e°U 
(and also every bounded closed convex set in E) is closed for every locally convex 
Hausdorff topology T' comparable with T. 

This criterion for semireflexivity can then be weakened for a large class of locally 
convex spaces. This weakened criterion says that it is enough to take Mackey neigh
bourhoods of £ [ T ] and those locally convex Hausdorff topologies on E which are 
comparable with Tk(E', E) and which occur as an initial topology ( = projective limit 
topology) defined by maps 

E -> Ew = EJNW , We itr 

where if is any family of absolutely convex absorbing sets in E such that (%, Tfc) 
is a refinement of #" and where Nw denotes the null space of the seminorm specified 
by W. En route to the proof of this Theorem we get a proposition for separable locally 
convex Hausdorff spaces which is of some intrinsic interest. 

Proposition. Let £ [ T ] be a separable locally convex Hausdorff space such that 
E'\Tb(Ej] is quasicomplete. Let V be a Ts(E)-dense and Tb(E)-closed subspace of E'. 
Then for every U e °U the quotient topology defined by Tk(V, E) on En = E/Nv 

is finer than some norm topology on Ev where U = TS(V, E)-closure of U in E. 

Specialising this Proposition to Banach spaces we get the following result 
(cf. [4]) of Petunin: Let E be a separable Banach space and V be a Ts(E)-dense 
norm-closed subspace of E'. Then Tk(V, E) on E is finer than some norm topology 
on E. 
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The notations that are not explained are as in [2]. The proofs will appear 

elsewhere. 
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